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mericrusher.com

MERICRUSHERs for land clearing are high quality, durable and
cost-effective machines for demanding professionals. Crusher series
cover a wide power range of tractors from 50 to 700 horse power.
MJ- and MJS- models for working in conditions where light weight and
durability are paramount. For more demanding conditions and for bigger
tractors MJH- and MJF- models are the right choices. MeriCrushers can be
equipped with patented screen unit, which enables excellent crushing results.

MULTIPURPOSE MERICRUSHER FOR: SOIL CULTIVATION >>> STUMP CRUSHING >>> SCRUB CLEARING

MJ clearing forest after logging

MJS crushing stumps after logging

MJH reclaiming soil for farming

MJH

MJH reclaiming soil for farming

MeriCrushers MJH and MJF models can be
equipped with patented sizing screen

MJF Crushing of frozen soil from pipeline construction

MJF

G

All models can be supplied
with mechanical or
hydraulic transmission.
Heavy duty transmission
lines are designed
up to 700 hp.

>>> GRAVEL ROAD >>>

Power range
(hp)

Rotor diameter
mm

Rotor width
mm

MJ

50-150

400

1400-2300

MJS

120-300

500

1900-2400

MJH

200-700

600

1200-3500

MJF

280-700

800

2400-2900

MERICRUSHER
MODELS

min

max

LAND CLEARING >>> ICE REMOVAL >>> PROPERTY CLEARING

MJH reclaiming soil after logging

MC4-Hydraulic crushing of ice from parking area

MC4-Hydraulic clearing of property from dense vegetation

MJF Clearing new farm land

MC4-Hydraulic mounted to excavator

MJS-Hydraulic mounted to skids steer

MERIROAD

Power and Performance for road maintenance

MeriRoad offers four unique, high
quality, durable and cost-effective
solutions for general road maintenance operations.

MERIROAD
MODELS

Power range
(hp)

Rotor diameter
mm

Rotor width
mm

RC-4000

50-150

400

2250

min

max

RC-6000

130-300

600

1950-2450

RC65

180-400

600-650

2250-2450

RC-8000

150-300

800

2435

MERITRACTOR
Equipped with mechanical power take-off is the most efficient crawler tractor in the market. The MT 700 can operate
under conditions where conventional tractors lose power and traction. Thanks to adequate engine power, and a
mechanical power take-off, the MT 700 enables quicker, more efficient operations at a lower cost per hectare.

MT-700 with steel tracks and MJH-2.4 meter crusher clearing dense vegetation.
Crusher is equipped with heavy duty push bar and sizing screen.

www.suokone.com

MT-700 with double rubber tracks and MJH-3.5 meter crusher clearing new farm land after
logging.
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